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Meeting Minutes 
 

Introductions: 

● Facilitators: 
o Jeff Appleman:   Dept. of Health Care Policy & Finance Dept. Liaison  
o Daniel Darting:   Signal Behavioral Health Network Co-Facilitator 

● Voting Members (Phone): 
o Sue Williamson:   Colorado Children’s Health Care Access Program 
o Camille Harding:   CDHS: Office of Behavioral Health 
o Terri Hurst:    Colorado Criminal Justice Reform Coalition  
o Tom Keller:   Region MEAC & PIAC, Statewide PIAC 
o Stephany Salazar-Rodriguez: Mile High Health Alliance   
o Dr. Vicky Allen-Sanchez  Colorado Springs Fire Department  
o Amanda Jones   Center for Mental Health 

● Phone (Non-Voting Members): 
o Alyssa Rose   Beacon Health Options, RAE Regions 2 and 4 

o Amanuel Melles   HCPF 

o Violet Willett 

o Catherin Morrisey   Northeast Health Partners, RAE Region 2 

o Clayton Cunningham  Community Reach Center 

o Christina Yebuah   Colorado Center on Law and Policy 

o Kristin Cowin   Imagine! 

o Jenn Conrad 

o John Laukkanen   HCPF 

o Karl Brimner 

o Kelly Young 
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o Kris Wolf 

o Kristin Cowin 

o Leah Landis   LCSW, Lutheran Medical Center 

o Nicole Nyberg 

o Taylor Ator 

o Tammy Arnold   Northeast Health Partners, RAE, Region 2 

o Kelly Bowman    Health Colorado RAE & ASO Region 4 

o Nicole Nyberg    HCPF 

o Jenn Conrad   Signal Behavioral Health Network, Crisis Services regions 

3, 5, 6 

o Lila Cummings    Colorado Hospital Association 

o Theresa Burns-Fair    Mosaic I/DD services 

o Elizabeth Richards    Beacon Health Options 

o Jenna Kapp    HCPF 

o Tina Gonzales   Beacon Health Options 

o Denise Hosier   MHCD 

o Taylor Miranda Thompson  Colorado Community Health Network 

o Tammy Phillips   Larimer County DHS/CYF 

o Moses Gur    CBHC 

o Mindy Klowden   CBHC 

o Camila Joao   CCHA 

o Victoria Sanchez 

o Tina G 
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o Teresa Burns-Fair 

o Taylor Miranda Thompson 

o Tammy Philips 

o Mary Frey 

o Matt Sundeen   HCPF 

o Morgan Anderson   HCPF  

o Melissa Eddleman   HCPF 

o Brett Snyder   HCPF 

o Matt Pfeifer    HCPF 

o Kim Fairley 

o Jeremy White 

o Camila Joao 

o Jeanne Weis 

 

Jeff Appleman welcomed Amanda Jones, the newest voting member to the committee. Amanda 
introduced herself to the group and stated that she is currently the Chief Clinical Officer for the Center 
for Mental Health, located in Region 1. The Community Mental Health Center (CMHC) serves 6 
counties along the western slope and has recently opened a new Walk-In Center (WIC) and Crisis 
Stabilization Unit (CSU). She 25 years of experience working in behavioral health in both clinical and 
administrative roles. She has been a clinician and has worked in an urban setting in executive 
management before her position at the Center for Mental Health.  

Review Minutes Approval Process: 
 
Daniel solicited a motioned to approve the April meeting meetings. Sue Williamson motioned to 
approve the minutes and Terri Hurst seconded the meeting minutes. All ayes and no nays. 
 
COVID-19 Questions: 

Jeff displayed his PowerPoint Presentation and went over the links to the Department’s newly-created 
COVID-19 home webpage and the Department’s webpage on our telemedicine policies, which has been 
updated to reflect the recent expansion of these services, due to the novel coronavirus and current state 
of emergency. The Governor is creating a subcommittee that will address behavioral health 
issues/concerns that have appeared or worsened during this crisis. The group was reminded that Doug 
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Muir and Lila Cummings vocalized advocacy efforts surrounding COVID response; Jeff stated that, 
although this subcommittee is specifically focused on behavioral health concerning Colorado’s Health 
First Medicaid members, that we can still use this forum for more general updates. 

Lila stated that through her work, CHA has identified 3 categories/buckets that these COVID-related 
issues fall into 1, the general secondary impacts of COVID on behavioral health, specifically isolation; 
2, impacts on the workforce, such as behavioral health concerns for healthcare workers; and 3, 
addressing the discharge process for patients positive for COVID positive, specifically those with acute 
care needs. CHA is working in collaboration with the Colorado Department of Public Health & 
Environment (CDPHE) to identify ways to support healthcare workers. CDPHE secured a FEMA grant 
and is working with the University of Colorado, Department of Psychiatry to identify some of the 
supports. It would be available to clinicians as needed and are hour-long video-based clinical groups 
focused on healthcare provider-specific needs. Additionally, OBH (Office of Behavioral Health) is 
working to create admission criteria for those who are COVID positive and/or COVID impacted to 
ensure providers are aware of available beds.   

On a national level, there is universal support with everyone aligning and supporting the permanency of 
telehealth provision, especially in urban areas. Doug added that providers face additional difficulty 
because many of the changes they must make are not cost-neutral and there is a need for an explanation 
in provider payments and/or reimbursements. Daniel stated that we will make sure to provide updates to 
any changes the Department makes to claims/billing in this subcommittee.  

Daniel mentioned that there needs to be a correct determination to the right transition of care, 
specifically in ensuring patients receive access to either the higher or lower levels of care, dependent on 
their needs as COVID positive or COVID impacted. OBH applied for and was awarded a grant by 
SAMHSA, which allows states to submit for emergency COVID responses surrounding behavioral 
health services. This grant supports enhanced and specialized needs and could assist with access and 
provision of services for senior assistance.  

Melissa Eddleman stated that there were no additional behavioral health updates but that the  
Department is continuing to work with OBH to identify the next steps as we transition back to 
normalized work/interactions. CMS did provide guidance on ways to transition certain services, such as 
partial hospitalizations, which into home-based services. If anyone would like more information, OCL 
(Office of Community Living) has been releasing guidance for LTSS (Long term supports and services).   

Melissa stated that the Department has not created a set timeline for when these COVID-19 related 
changes will be sunset. Currently, the Department hopes to maintain these changes, such as the 
expansion of telehealth modalities for services, for at least two quarters. They hope to make a fluid 
transition if/when these policies return to their previous state and will communicate with RAEs, 
providers, and community stakeholders before any changes being made. Ben, the Department’s liaison 
to the Program Improvement Advisory Committee (PIAC), said that Medicaid Director Tracy Johnson 
brought up similar issues and was interested in garnering public input on regional challenges and 
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positive changes that occurred during this public health emergency. Ben added that the PIAC will look 
into developing a mechanism for such input and will follow up with this subcommittee. 

Melissa added that the Department is working with CMS to see how to infuse money into the healthcare 
continuum, to make sure providers are intact coming out of this crisis.  

Crisis System Review: 

Jeff gave a brief recap from Camille’s presentation of the Crisis system & the ASOs (Administrative 
System Organizations) that manage them, from the previous meeting. It is a system that can be accessed 
by all Coloradans, irrespective of insurance payor, or lack thereof.  The main entry point into the system 
is the statewide crisis hotline, which supports individuals in need of support for any self-defined crisis. 
Additionally, the system includes Walk-In-Clinics which provide counseling services, and Crisis 
Stabilization Units, which provide treatment throughout a brief stay in a facility. Jeff reviewed our goal 
of developing recommendations on the implementation of the crisis services system and how to improve 
collaboration on overlapping work with the RAEs. Going forward, the subcommittee will research the 
best ways to track/report data, build on the telehealth system, and increase care coordination & follow-
up care. 

Amanda Jones stated that it is important that we discuss the current gaps in the system so that we can 
better understand the facets of the system that can be improved. She added that in rural and frontier 
areas transportation is an issue, which hinders the ability to utilize first responders. Kim Fairley added 
that rural and frontier communities often knowledgeable about nearby services but that they need 
education on statewide changes and new crisis system models and that there is a dearth of opportunities 
for collaboration.  

Jeff asked for best practices and/or ideas on ways of engaging local communities in conversations 
related to the crisis system. Attendees vocalized having multiple methods when communicating to 
sparsely populated areas, due to the lack of internet access, cell phone access, etc. Others emphasized 
the importance of getting buy-in from on the ground stakeholders such as peer mentors and improving 
knowledge of, and engagement in, the RAEs, regional PIACs and MEACs (Member Experience 
Advisory Committee). Another attendee stated the importance of understanding the unique needs of 
different sub-populations (ex: IDD, dual-enrolled, racial groups, veterans, etc.) to make sure that there 
are unique issues, impacting smaller groups, that are overlooked.  

Mary stated that her organization has offered free lunch for cultural competency learning opportunities 
and increased contact with their care management team. Some RAEs stated that their Regional PIACs 
have been impacted due to the current public health emergency and that members in rural and frontier 
regions. Attendees identified an opportunity for collaboration between the RAEs, ASOs, regional health 
connectors (http://www.regionalhealthconnectors.org) and provider organizations to work together to 
update each other and discuss best ways of updating individuals in their communities. OBH recently 
began working with certain RAEs to create relevant digital materials/resources. 

https://meet.google.com/linkredirect?authuser=0&dest=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.regionalhealthconnectors.org%2F
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A participant asked if there was an opportunity to collect statewide data around mobile crisis response to 
include individuals who might be called multiple times, to be used to inform best practices moving 
forward. Currently, OBH is collecting data on individuals, when a mobile response is deployed, which is 
collected through the Colorado Client Assessment Record (CCAR) system. They are working to 
centralize tracking of crisis services and are currently shifting their record system to the COMPASS 
program, which will allow for better tracking of data. Additionally, this centralized system will allow for 
individuals assigned to a member’s treatment team to be more quickly informed when they receive a 
crisis evaluation, are discharged from a mental health facility, or are otherwise in need of a follow-up 
appointment.  

Those in attendance stated that it should be our goal to better align the work being done through the 
ASOs and RAEs to avoid the duplication of work and to more effectively communicate to members and 
providers. Camille stated that incentives through performance measurements could be used by the state 
to incentivize work among its separate contracts. Ben Harris added that in Senate Bill 222, encouraged 
the usage of community-based services for individuals following their usage of a crisis service and as a 
diversion from justice involvement. Furthermore, he stated that we may want to integrate those 
community services into discussions involving RAEs and ASOs collaboration. Other attendees brought 
up other issues to consider during this process such as addressing silos, reaching out to high utilizers of 
inpatient services, and improving/streamlining care navigation to make needed services easier to access 
for our members and their supports. 

Next Steps: 

Daniel asked the group to identify overall focus areas for our sub-committee and areas for improvement 
for our work with the crisis system. Attendees identified topics such as improving awareness of crisis 
services by reaching out to providers and community members and researching opportunities to improve 
access to services in rural areas. They also identified opportunities to improve communication between 
the RAEs & ASOs and members & patient navigators to get people in the right level of care at the right 
time. Lastly, they stated that we should investigate opportunities to make ASO services and RAE 
services easier to navigate and aligning performance measures when addressing overlapping work. For 
example, one attended stated that the HTP (Hospital Transformation Program) incentivizes follow-ups 
within 30-days whereas our measures have focused on 7-day follow-ups. Jeff summarized the points 
into three buckets: improving outreach, aligning performance measurements, and improving care 
coordination & simplifying navigating the full continuum of care. 

The group also suggesting furthering education and training for those serving the hotline, specifically to 
ensure that they are equipped to handle more acute members. Camille stated that past training for Walk-
In-Clinic & Mobile Treatment teams has focused on clinical risk assessments but that there are further 
opportunities for training, based on their feedback. There should also be training or screening that is 
developed for those who are thinking about harming themselves or others and getting them connected to 
the right services.  
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The group vocalized the intention to meet with RAE representatives to understand nuances county by 
county to then establish opportunities to bridge the gaps. The group prioritized this with the hope of 
developing a more comprehensive and tangible list that can be addressed within the next 3 to 6 months. 
Jeff summarized the identified items and thanked those in attendance for their input on potential areas of 
collaboration and improvement between the RAEs, ASOs, and related stakeholders.  

 

Behavioral Health Task Force Update: 

The Governor announced the creation of a new committee that will focus on new Behavioral Health 
issues that have occurred or worsened during this public health emergency. 

 

Behavioral Health Task Force’s Children’s subcommittee finished their joint review of children youth 
and family services, with the Colorado Health Institute (CHI). They are looking into potentially 
consolidating funding sources between the Office of Children and Youth, Health First Colorado 
(Colorado’s Medicaid Program), and other departments/agencies. 

Both the Safety Net meeting and the provider meeting had yet to gather by the time of the BHIS 
meeting. 

The Long-term subcommittee focused on 2 recommendations, one on IDD cultural competency and 
diversion from the criminal justice system and another. The group is expected to meet next month and 
share what they’ve been working on with the goal of creating a public document that will be available 
for public review by the end of June.  

State PIAC Update: 

Daniel and Jeff presented the DOC specification document to the PIAC board and it was approved. 
Daniel and Jeff wanted to thank the voting members for their assistance on the document and all their 
hard work getting it passed. 

Subcommittee Housekeeping and Feedback: 

The next BHIS meeting will be June 3, 2020, from 9:00 am to 10:30 am. 

 

 
 

 


